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On the dynamical system 
of a parabolic equation with non-local term 

Tosiya Miyasita 

Abstract. 

We consider the parabolic equation and the associated station
ary equation with non-local term. We prove the global existence of a 
solution for parabolic equation and discuss the property of w-limit set. 

§1. Introduction 

In this paper we consider the following parabolic equation with non
local term: 

(1) { 
b(x)vt = (a(x)vx)x +A In ~i:~::dx 
via!! = 0 
v(x, 0) = vo(x) 

X E O,t > 0, 

t > 0, 
X E 0, 

where A is a positive constant, 0 = (0, 1) and a(x), b(x), K(x) are C2 (fi) 
and positive in S1. This equation is the one dimensional model for 

(2) { Vt=~v+Aio::dx 
via!! = 0 

X E O,t > 0, 

t > 0, 

in higher dimensional domain 0 c R n. Note that if the domain 0 is an 
annulus Aa = {x ERn I a< lxl < 1} (0 < a < 1) with n EN and the 
solution v = v(x) is radially symmetric, (2) is given as 

{ 
rn-lv - (rn-lv ) + ~ r"'-'e" E ( 1) t > 0 

t - r r Wn .C rn-le·"dr r a, ' ' 
v(a) = v(1) = 0 t > 0, 

where Wn denotes the (n- 1) dimensional volume of the surface of the 
unit ball in Rn. 
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In [3], Bebernes and Lacey study such non-local problems motivated by 
Ohmic heating and the occurence of shear bands in metals deformed 
under high strain rates. Another motivation is ·a Keller-Segel system 
([10]) for the chemotactic aggregation of cellular slime molds which is 
given, for instance, by 

l. CUt = V' · (V'u- uV'v) in n X (0, T), 
TVt = Av + u in n X (0, T), 
au - u av = v = 0 on an X (0 T) av av ' ' 
uit=O = Uo(x) ~ 0 in n, 
vlt=O = Vo(x) in n, 

(3) 

where n is a bounded domain with smooth boundary an, T, f: are posi
tive constants, and v is the outer unit normal vector. In the limit state 
E: = 0 and T = 1 of (3), it is reduced to (2)([17],[12]). In the case of 
T = 0 and E: = 1, see [15]. 
The stationary problem (1) or (2) is given by 

(4) 

or 

(5) { 0 = Av + A In ::dx 
vlan = 0. 

X En, 

X En, 

In the case of n = 2, the equation (4) and (5) have the origin in self-dual 
gauge theories ([18]) and the equlibrium stste of the mean field of many 
point vortices of perfect fluid in Onsager's formulation ([5], [6]). In this 
case, the quantized blow-up mechanisms for the family of solutions of 
(5) happen ([16]) and equation (3) with T = 0 inherits these mechanisms 
([15]). In [12], Miyasita ans Suzuki prove that if n is star-shaped with 
n ~ 3, then there is an upper bound of A for the existence of the solution 
of (5). Moreover if n is the unit ball with 3 ::; n ::; 9, we have infinitely 
many bendings in A of the connected component of the solution set (A, v). 
Further we can compute the Morse index for the solution (A, v) under 
the same circumstances ([15]). On the other hand; since the behaviour 
of the solution of (3) with T > 0 and n = 3 is not studied so much. Now 
we consider the dynamics of one dimensional model in the case of E: = 0 
and T > 0. 

To describe the statement, we begin with some definitions. The 
mapping T(t) : HJ(n) -t HJ(n) defined by 

(T(t)vo)(x) = v(x, t), 
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forms a semifiow on HJ(n), where v(x, t) is the solution of (1) with ini
tial value. Here v = v(x, t) is said to be a solution of (1) on (0, T) in the 
sense of [8] provided that 
(1) v E C ([0, T): HJ(!1)), 
(2) v(·, t) E H 2 (!1) n HJ(n) and ~~ exists fortE (0, T), 

K(x)ev(x,t) . .. . 
(3) t ~----+A In K(e)e*·t>de 1s locally Holder contmuous for t E (0, T), 
(4) v(x,t) satisfies (1) fort> 0. 
We remark that Henry imposes the locally integrable condition on the 
definition of solution. But in this case, this condition satisfied automat
ically becase of v E C ([0, T): HJ(n)). 

A family of mappings T(t) : HJ(n)---+ HJ(n) fort 2: 0 is said to be 
a dynamical system on HJ(n), provided that 
(1) T(t) is a continuous mapping from HJ(n) to HJ(O) for all t 2: 0, 
(2) t ~----+ T(t)v is continuous for all v E HJ(n), 
(3) T(O) = JHJ(f!} holds, where JHJ(f!} is an identity mapping on HJ(n), 
(4) T(t)(T(s)v) = T(t + s)v holds for all v E HJ(n) and t, s 2: 0. 

Then we call1(v) = {T(t)v I t 2: 0} the orbit through v. For any 
v E HJ(n), we define thew-limit set of v or the orbit 1(v) as 

w(v) = w(1(v)) = n U T(t)v. 
s~Ot~s 

A set E c HJ(O) is said to be positively invariant under T(t) ifT(t)E c 
E. A set E C HJ(!1) is said to be negatively invariant under T(t) if 
T(t)E ::::> E. E is invariant if it satiesfies both the conditions. 

Then the following theorems are the main results in this paper: 

Theorem 1. For any v0 E HJ(O), {1} has a unique global solution 
v = v(x, t). For a solution v(x, t) of {1}, we define a mapping T(t) : 
HJ(n) ---+ HJ(n) by T(t)v0 = v(x, t) fort 2: 0. Then T(t) defines a 
dynamical system on HJ(n). 

Theorem 2. For v0 E HJ(n), w(v0 ) is nonempty, compact, in
variant and connected. Furthermore it holds that w(vo) C E, where E 
denotes a set of all stationary solutions of {1}. 

We apply the results in [8] to prove these two theorems. In paticular, 
we show the boundedness of the solution of (1) for smaller space than 
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HJ(f!). If we treat the equation without non-local term, we cannot 
ensure time global solution for some >.. Thus we cannot always consider 
the above properties of w-limit set. 

Generally if we treat the semi-linear parabolic equation without 
non-local term, its linearized equation has parabolic Liouville(Matano
Angenent) theorems which implies the Morse-Smale property ( [1], [4], 
[9]). But if we treat the equation with non-local term, we cannot apply 
such an argument because of the lack of comparison principle. 

On the other hand, (1) is the gradient flow Vt = bJ>-.(v) for 

and J>-.(v) is the Lyapunov function. Hence this means that thew-limit 
set of the time-global solution is contained in the set of stationary solu
tions. If n = 1, it also follows that this dynamical system is dissipative 
([7]). 

According to [13] and [11], equation (4) has solutions with high 
Morse indices provided 0 < a « 1. Hence the structure of attractor 
to (1) can be nontrivial. Thus it is meaningful to study a dynamical 
system of (1). We remark that [14] constructs a global and exponential 
attractor for a system of two reaction-diffusion equations similar to (3) 
in a bounded domain n c R 2 when the Naumann boundary condition 
is imposed. In this case, we can derive an apriori estimate because of 
Neumann boundary condition and the sign of coefficient of linear term. 
This paper is composed of three sections. We prove Theorems 1 and 2 
in Sections 2 and 3, respectively. 

§2. The proof of Theorem 1 

Proof of Theorem 1: First of all, we prove the global existence of a 
solution of (1). Through the following Liouville transformation in [2] 
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Eqution (1) is reduced to 

{ 

k2 
V8 = Vyy + h(y)vy + bu 
vlao = 0 
v(y, 0) = vo(Y) 

where 

y E f!,s > 0, 
s > 0, 
yEn, 

h( ) = _k_ (ab)' 
y 2v;;Ji b 

and 

Next substituting 

(6) v(y, s) = e-Hd' h(e)d~w(y, s), 

we have 

(7) 

where 

and 

(8) 

{ 
W8 = Wyy- (j-h2 + ~hy) w + k: c(y)u 
wlao = 0 
w(y, 0) = wo(Y) 

y E f!,s > 0, 
s > 0, 
yEn, 

c(y) = e~ Jd' h(Od~, and wo(Y) = c(y)vo(y), 

K(y)e "}t~)> 
u(y,w(y,s))=A ~ . 

f0 K(y)e c(y) kJfdy 

We denotes variables of (7) by (x, t) unless there is any confusion: 

Wt = w - -h2 + -h w + -c(x)u. ( 1 1 ) k2 
XX 4 2 X b 
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Then we consider the local existence of a solution of (7) instead of (1). 
We rewrite (7) in the following integral equation equivalent to (7): 
(9) 

w = e-Atwo + lt e-A(t-s) {- (~h2 + ~hx) w + ~2 cu(x, w(x, s))} ds. 

Here Aw = -~w and we extend A to be a self-adjoint positive defi
nite operator in L 2 (S1) with domain H 2 (S1) n HJ(S1). We adopt norm 
llwiiHJ = IIY'wll 2 and II·IIP denotes the standard LP norm. Then the 
following lemma holds. 
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Lemma 1 ([8]Theorem 1.4.3). For any a :=:: 0, there exists a con
stant C01 < +oo such that 

for t > 0, 

where "' is a positive constant independent of a. 

We solve this integral equation (9) by the contraction mapping the
orem. We take 8 = llwoiiHJ· We define 

V = {wE C ([0, T]; HJ(n)) I llw11c([O,r];HJ) :::; 38}, 

where T is a positive constant to be determined later. Here the norm is 
equipped with 

llwllc([o r]·Ht) = sup llw(·, t)IIHt · 
, , 0 o::;t::;r 0 

For w E V, we define a mapping F as follows: 

F(w) = e-Atw0 + 1t e-A(t-s) ( .,.-gw + kb2 cu(x, w(x, s))) ds, 

where 
1 2 1 

g = 4h + 2hx. 
By Sobolev embedding and Poincare inequality, we have 

llwll oc 

211 C II IIKIIoo e minxES"> c(x) 

< m1 llglloo llwiiHJ + k b 00 • ( laW\ 
k 101 mmxEIT K(x)y b(X)) 

II C II IIKIIoo e min::~6c(x) 
:::; 3m18llglloo + k -b ( ~ ' oo . K( ) ~ mmxEIT X b(x) 

for w E V and 0 :::; t :::; T, where mi are positive constants for i = 1, 2. 
Here IOI denotes the measure of n in R. We put 

M = sup {sup (11911 00 llwll2 + II kb
2 ell llulb)} < oo. 

O:"'t:"'r wEV · oo . 
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L 2 a denotes positive constant satisfying the following inequality: 

11-gwi(·, t) + k: cui(·, t) + gw2(·, t)- kb
2 cu2(·, t)ll2 

~ L2!!wi(·, t)- w2(·, t)llH1, 0 ~ t ~ r, 
() 

for WI E V and w2 E V, where ui(·, t) = u(·, wi(·, t)) for i = 1, 2. We 
prove the estimate above later (see(10)). We take r > 0 sufficiently 
small so it holds that 

for 0 ~ t ~ r and that 

where 'f/ and C1 denote positive constants in Lemma 1. First we prove 
2 

that F is a mapping from V into V. From Lemma 1, we have 

IIF(w)IIHJ ~ lle-AtwoiiHJ +lot lle-A(t-s) (gw- k: cu) ILl ds 
0 

< 28 +lot jjA! e-A(t-s) Jillgw- k: cull2 ds 

< 28 + c! lot (t- s)-! e-ry(t-s) (11YIIoo llwll2 +II ~2 clloo llull2) ds 

< 28 + 8 = 38, 

for 0 ~ t ~ r. Thus we have 

IIF(w)llc([O,r];HJ) ~ 38. 

Next we show that F is a contraction mapping. We have by Lemma 1 

llF(wi)- F(w2)1IH6 

< lot IIA! e-A(t-s) Illig (WI -'- w2) - kb2 c ( ul - u2) 112 ds 

< c! lot (t- s)-! e-ry(t-s) llg (wi- w2)- ~2 c(ul- u2)112 ds. 
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Therefore, we have only to estimate the integrand on the right hand side 
of the inequality above. 

for wi E V, i = 1, 2. By the boundedness of coefficient of (7), the mean 
value theorem and HJ(O) C C(O), we have 

11-gw1 + kb
2 

cu1 + gw2- ~2 cu211 2 ::::; L1 llw1- w2ll 2, 

for wi E V,i = 1, 2 with some constant L 1 . Since the Poincare inequality 
holds, 

(10) 11-gw1 + k: cu1 + gw2- kb
2 cu211 2 ::::; L2llw1- w2IIH6, 

for Wi E V with i = 1, 2 for some constant L2. Hence we have 

Thus we conclude that 

< C1.L2 t (t- s)-! e-ry(t-s) llw1 - w2IIH1 ds 
2 Jo o 

< C!L21t s-!e-178 ds llw1- w2llc([O,r];HJ) 

1 
< 2llw1- w2llc([O,r];H6l · 

IIF(wl)- F(w2)llc([O,r];HJ) ::::; ~ llw1- w2llc([O,r];H6l · 

Hence we can apply the contraction mapping theorem. Then (7) has a 
unique time local solution. 

Next we show that we can extend this solution globally in time. We 
utilize the Lyapunov function of (1) 

J>.(v) =~In a(x)v;dx- .X log (In K(x)evdx) 
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to obtain a priori estimates. In fact, since J>.(v) :::;. J>.(v0 ) for v0 E 

HJ(n), we have 

and moreover 

1 2 11 2 -2 mina(x) llviiHl(O) ::; - a(x)vxdx 
xEO 0 2 n 

J>.(v) +.X log In K(x)ev(x)dx 

< J>.(v0 ) +.X log In K(x)elv(x)ldx, 

log In K(x)ev(x)dx::; log In K(x)elv(x)ldx 

< logma~K(x) +rna~ iv(x)i 
xEO xEO 

< logma~K(x) + C llviiHl, 
xEO 0 

where Cis a positive constant. Now that HJ(n) c C(O), we have 

(11) 

where C' is positive and dependent on a,K,.X and vo. Through the rela
tion (6), llwiiHJ(n) is also uniformly bounded as long as a local solution 
of (7) exists. This ensures that the unique solution w = w(x, t) of (7) 
exists for all timet ~ 0. Then we denote by S(t) the mapping which 
gives a solution w = w(·, t) for given wo E HJ(n). To show that S(t) 
defines a dynamical system on HJ(n), we apply the continuous depen
dence theorem. In fact, owing to boundedness of solution of (7), we 
can utilize estimates similar to those used in proving the existence (for 
details, see the proof of Theorem 3.4.1 in [8]). Hence, Theorem 1 follows 
from relation (6). 0 

§3. The proof of Theorem 2 

We consider (7) instead of (1) and put g = lh2 + ~hx in (7). S(t) 
denotes the mapping which gives a solution w = w(·, t) for given w0 E 

HJ(n). In this section, we denote L2 (0) by X. We define xa. as the 
domainofAa. fora~ Owithgraphnorm llwllx" = IIAa.wllx forw E xo.. 
Then the inclusion Xf3 c xa. is compact for /3 > a ~ 0 according to 
Theorem 1.4.8 in [8]. Let c E (0, ~)be fixed. Then iffor ~ < f3 < i- ~ < 
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1 we prove supt>l 1/S(t)wo llx# < +oo, it holds that supt>l IIT(t)vollx# < 
+oo through relation (6). Here noting that xt = HJ(O), then -y(vo) is 
relatively compact in HJ(O). Then the properties of w-limit set follows 
from Lemma 2. The rest of Theorem 2 is proven by the existence of 
Lyapunov function from Lemma 3. 

Lemma 2 ([8]Theorem 4.3.3). Let {T(t) I t ~ 0} be a dynamical 
system on a complete metric space C Suppose that x 0 E C and that 
{T(t) I t ~ 0} lies in a compact set in C. Then w(x0 ) is nonempty, 
compact, invariant and connected. 

Lemma 3 ([8]Theorem 4.3.4). Let V be a Lyapunov function on 

C and let E = { x E C I V(x) = 0 }· We define a maximal invariant 

subset of E by M. If {T(t)xo It~ 0} lies in a compact set inC, then 
T(t)xo -> M as t -> +oo. 

Proof of Theorem 2: Now we show that supt> 1 IIS(t)wollx# < +oo. 
Hence we have 

llwllx# 

< IIAtA.a-te-tAwollx 

+ 1t IIA.Be-A(t-s)gw- Ai+~+t3e-A(t-s)A-(i+~)e-A(t-s)~2 cuflx ds 

< clc(.B-tle-C2t llwoiiHJ +Galt (t- s)-,6 e-C2(t-s) 1/gwllx ds 

+ Galt (t- s)-(t+~+.B) e-C2(t-s) IIA-(t+~) kb2 cuflx ds. 

where Ci is a positive constant for i = 1, 2, 3. First by the Poincare 
inequality and (11), we have 

where C4 and C5 are positive constants. Next by the definition of u, 
boundedness of a,b,K and c in n and the embedding 
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and 
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< c6 max (kb2 
c) llullu 

xE[O,l] 
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where C6 and C7 are positive constants. Using these estimates, we 
obtain 

llwll/3 < C1C(,6-~)e-C2 t llwoiiHJ + C3C51t (t- s)-,6 e-C2 (t-s)ds 

+ C3C6C7A1t (t- s)-0+~+!3) e-C2 (t-s)ds 

< C1C(,6-~)e-C2 t llwoiiHJ + cf-lC3C5f(l- (3) 

_i+'-+,6 3 c 
+ C2 4 2 C3C6C7Af( 4" - "2 - /3), 

where r(a) is a gamma function defined by 

f(a) = 1+= e-XXOi-ldX. 

llwllx;; and hence llvllx13 are bounded for t > 1, which implies that 
/'(v0 ) is relatively compact in HJ(D). Thus, it follows from Lemma 2 
that w(w0 ) is nonempty, compact, invariant and connected. Since there 
exists a Lyapunov function 
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we conclude by Lemma 3 that 

w ( Vo) c { v E H J ( n) I ! J).. ( v) = 0} . 
0 
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